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CONS P EC TU S

D ue to its unprecedented physical properties, graphene has generated huge interest over the last 7 years. Graphene is
generally fabricated in one of two ways: as very high quality sheets produced in limited quantities by micromechanical

cleavage or vapor growth or as a rather defective, graphene-like material, graphene oxide, produced in large quantities. However,
a growing number of applications would profit from the availability of a method to produce high-quality graphene in large
quantities.

This Account describes recent work to develop such a processing route inspired by previous theoretical and experimental
studies on the solvent dispersion of carbon nanotubes. That work had shown that nanotubes could be effectively dispersed in
solvents whose surface energy matched that of the nanotubes. We describe the application of the same approach to the exfoliation
of graphite to give graphene in a range of solvents. When graphite powder is exposed to ultrasonication in the presence of a
suitable solvent, the powder fragments into nanosheets, which are stabilized against aggregation by the solvent. The enthalpy of
mixing is minimized for solvents with surface energies close to that of graphene (∼68 mJ/m2). The exfoliated nanosheets are free
of defects and oxides and can be produced in large quantities. Once solvent exfoliation is possible, the process can be optimized
and the nanosheets can be separated by size. The use of surfactants can also stabilize exfoliated graphene in water, where the ζ
potential of the surfactant-coated graphene nanosheets controls the dispersed concentration.

Liquid exfoliated graphene can be used for a range of applications: graphene dispersions as optical limiters, films of graphene
flakes as transparent conductors or sensors, and exfoliated graphene as a mechanical reinforcement for polymer-based
composites. Finally, we have extended this process to exfoliate other layered compounds such as BN andMoS2. Such materials will
be important in a range of applications from thermoelectrics to battery electrodes. This liquid exfoliation technique can be applied
to a wide range of materials and has the potential to be scaled up into an industrial process. We believe the coming decade will see
an explosion in the applications involving liquid exfoliated two-dimensional materials.

Introduction
Graphite has been used by man for thousands of years,

originally for decorative purposes1 but later in a range of

applications from pencils to lining molds for cannon balls.

While it had long been known that graphite had a stratified

nature, the details of its layered structure were only revealed

byBernal in 1924usingX-ray crystallography.2Wenowknow

that graphite is a crystal consisting of stacked carbon mono-

layers, which are known individually as graphene.3,4 A gra-

phene sheet consists of anatomically thin array of sp2-bonded

carbon atoms organized in a planar hexagonal arrange-

ment. Studied theoretically for many years,5 thermodynamic

arguments suggested that graphene could not exist as a free-

standing entity.6 Nevertheless, over the years a number of

groupsattemptedtoproduceextremelythingraphitic lamellae.7,8

This work culminated in 2004 with the discovery by Geim and

Novosolov that individual sheets of graphene could be obtained

bymicromechanical cleavage of graphite.9

The novel electronic properties of graphene have been

well documented.4 In addition, graphene is ideal for a range

of applications. For example, it is the strongest material

known to man10 and has been fabricated into large area

transparent conductors.11 Because of these exciting properties,

a number of new methods of graphene production have
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been developed such as annealing SiC substrates12 or

growth on metal supports.13,14

These methods for producing graphene have been very

successful todate.However, it is likely thatmany future industrial

applications of graphene will be in sectors such as large-area

coatings or composite fillers, which require the production of

graphene in very large quantities.15 To this end, it is likely that

liquid phase production methods will be required.16

Recently, a large number of papers have described the

dispersion and exfoliation of graphene oxide (GO).17 This ma-

terial consists of graphene-like sheets chemically functionalized

with groups such as hydroxyls and epoxides, which stabilize the

sheets in water.17 Graphene oxide has been an extremely

successful material and has led to a string of advances.18

However, the functionalization results in considerable disruption

of the electronic structure of the graphene. In fact GO is an

insulator rather than a semimetal and is conceptually different

from graphene. While the functionalities can be removed by

reduction, large defect populations remain, which continue to

disrupt the electronic properties.17 Thus, for a range of applica-

tions where pristine graphene is required, a noncovalent,

solution-phase method to produce significant quantities of

defect-free, unoxidized graphene would be extremely useful.

LiquidExfoliationofGraphiteToGiveGraphene
Genesis. For a number of years before the popularization

of graphene, a number of groups had studied the dispersion

and exfoliation of carbon nanotubes in solvents.19 In 2008,

Bergin et al. combined experiment and thermodynamic

modeling to show that the enthalpy of mixing of nanotubes

per volume of solvent is given by20,21

ΔHmix=V � 4(
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ES,NT

p �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ES, Sol

q
)2φ=D (1)

where φ is the dispersed nanotube volume fraction, D is

the dispersed nanotube (or bundle) diameter, and ES,NT
and ES,Sol are the nanotube and solvent surface energies,

respectively. This suggested successful solvents to be

those with surface energy close to that of the nanotubes.

Recently, we showed that the maximum dispersible

concentration of rigid rods in solvents is given by22

φ � K
0
exp � v

RT
D(ΔHMix=V )

Dφ

" #
(2)

where K0 is a constant and vh is the molar volume of rods.

Applying to nanotubes by inserting 1 into 2 gives

φ � K 0 exp � πDL
4ES,NTkT

(ES, NT � ES, Sol)
2

" #
(3)

where L is the mean nanotube length. This expression

represents a Gaussian function when φ is plotted versus

the solvent surface energy. Experimental data agree very

well with this model confirming that nanotubes can be

dispersed at relatively high concentrationonce the sol-

vent and nanotube surface energies match.20�22

Exfoliation of Graphene in Solvents. Once the role of

surface energy was known, it became immediately clear

that because graphite has a surface energy similar to that of

carbon nanotubes, it might be possible to exfoliate graphite

to give graphene in certain solvents. To test this, we soni-

cated powdered graphite in a range of solvents using a low-

power sonic bath.23 We initially focused on solvents known

to exfoliate nanotubes such as N-methyl-pyrrolidone (NMP)

and dimethylformamide (DMF) (Figure 1A, inset). After cen-

trifuging to remove any undispersed material, we measured

the dispersed concentration using a combination of filtration,

weighing, and absorption spectroscopy. We found that the

dispersed concentration peaked for solvents with surface

tensions close to 40 mJ/m2, which is equivalent to surface

energies of ∼70 mJ/m2 (Figure 1A).24 To understand this, we

calculated the enthalpy of mixing for graphene flakes dis-

persed and exfoliated in solvents to be
ΔHMix

V
� 2

TNS

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ES, S

p � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ES, G

p� �2
φG (4)

where ES,S and ES,G are the solvent and graphene surface

energy, respectively,TNS is thenanosheet thickness, andφG
is the dispersed graphene volume fraction. Assuming that

we canuseeq2 todescribedispersedplatelets, this predicts

the dispersed graphene concentration (CG � φG) should be

described by

CG � exp � πDG
2

8ES, GkT
(ES, S � ES, G)

2

" #
(5)

where DG is the diameter of a graphene sheet (modeling

it as a disk). Here we use the approximation (x � a)2 ≈
4a(

√
x �√

a)2 which is reasonably accurate so long as the

full width at half maximumof the resulting Gaussian is less

than about half the centre value. We find that this model

fits the data extremely well (dashed line), suggesting a

surface energy of graphene of ∼68 mJ/m2. While a wide

range of values have been reported for the surface energy

of graphite, this is consistentwith a recent valueof 53mJ/m2,

obtained from contact angle measurements.25

We analyzed the exfoliation state of the dispersed ma-

terial in a number of solvents using transmission electron
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microscopy. We found large quantities of two-dimensional

objects, which appeared from careful examination of their

edges26 to be either monolayers (Figure 1B) or multilayers

(Figure 1C). We can definitively identify the presence of

monolayers by electron diffraction.27 Shown in Figure 1D,E

are electron diffraction patterns taken from what appear to

be a graphene monolayer and a graphene bilayer, respec-

tively. Computational studies have shown that the inner set

of spots is more intense for monolayers and vice versa for

multilayer graphene.28 This is exactly what is found here,

confirming our visible identification. Using a combination of

electron diffraction and inspection, we can estimate the

number of monolayers in each flake observed by TEM.

As shown in Figure 1F, we found approximately 25%mono-

layers with the vast majority of flakes having <5 layers.23

While it is clear that graphite canbeexfoliated in solvents to

give monolayer and few layer graphene, it is not yet clear

whether the graphene is pristine. To test this, we performed

extensive Raman characterization of our exfoliatedmaterial.23

Typically we observe spectra such as the upper one in

Figure 1G, with a well-defined D band and a broad 2D band,

characteristic of few layer flakes.29 However, a D band around

1300 cm�1 is also observed, indicative of defects. It is worth

noting that for flakes in the size range here, the edges will

contribute to the spectrum, appearing as defects.29 To test this,

we identified a flake with dimensions significantly larger than

the laser spot. Its spectrum is the lower one in Figure 1G and

clearly displays no D band. Measurements such as these have

clearly demonstrated that the flakes produced using solvent

exfoliation are relatively defect-free. It is also important to

confirm that no oxidation of the flakes has occurred during

processing.We have performed X-ray photoelectron spectros-

copy on thin films of graphene flakes as shown in Figure 1H.

The spectrum is dominatedby theC�Cpeak.While somevery

small additional peaks areobservedbetween385and287eV,

these are associated with residual solvent.

This data makes it clear that solvents with the correct

surface energy can exfoliate graphite to give reasonable

quantities of high-quality defect-free graphene. However,

surface energy is not an ideal predictor of solvent quality,

that is, not all solventswith surface energy close to68mJ/m2

exfoliate graphene. The reason for this is that surface energy

is a rather unsophisticated solubility parameter. More useful

are the Hansen solubility parameters.30 These are known to

describe the dispersion of nanotubes well21 suggesting

them to be appropriate for use with graphene dispersions.

TheHansen solubility parameters are the square roots of the

dispersive, polar, and hydrogen bonding components of the

cohesive energy density of a material and are denoted δD,

δP, and δH, respectively. Hansen has suggested that the

enthalpy of mixing is given by30

ΔHMix

V
� δD, S � δD,G

� �2 þ δP, S � δP, G
� �2�4þ δH, S � δH,G

� �2�4h i
φG

(6)

where the subscripts S and G represent solvent and

graphene, respectively. Substituting this expression into

2 gives an equation for the dispersed concentration, CG:

CG � exp � vG

RT
(δD, S � δD,G)

2
� 	

exp � vG

RT
(δP, S � δP,G)

2
=4

� 	

x exp � vG

RT
(δH, S � δH,G)

2
=4

� 	
(7)

FIGURE 1. (A) Dispersed graphene concentration as a function of
solvent surface energy. Insets show the structures of NMP (left) and DMF
(right). (B, C) TEM images of graphene monolayer and multilayer
respectively. (D, E) Electron diffraction patterns of graphene monolayer
and multilayer, respectively. (F) Histogram showing the distribution of
graphene layer thicknesses. (G) Raman spectra of (top) a small flake and
(bottom) a larger flake. (H) C1s XPS spectrum of a thin film of graphene
flakes. The contributions marked by arrows are due to the solvent.
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where vhG is the graphenemolarmass. This predicts that the

dispersed concentration is maximized in solvents where all

Hansenparametersmatch thoseof graphene. This is shown

tobe the case in Figure2,31which showswell-definedpeaks

bounded by Gaussian functions (eq 7). These data suggest

that graphene is described by Hansen parameters of δD,G≈
18 MPa1/2, δP,G ≈ 10 MPa1/2,and δH,G ≈ 7 MPa1/2.

We note that eq 7 can be abbreviated to

CG ¼ exp [vGχ=vS] (8)

where vhS is the solvent molar mass and χ is the Flory�
Huggins parameter. This parameter can be estimated

from the graphene and solvent Hansen parameters

(eqs 7 and 8) and is often used to discuss the energetics

of polymer solutions. Equation 8 predicts that ln CG
should fall linearly with χ. The inset in Figure 2 shows

this predicted behavior, supporting the idea that solution

thermodynamics can be used as a framework to describe

graphene�solvent mixtures. It is worth noting that dur-

ing this work,31 early analysis of the data for a subset of

solvents suggested approximate Hansen parameters for

graphene. This allowed us to search for new solvents

with Hansen parameters in this region. This approach

resulted in the discovery of a number of new solvents for

graphene. However, it is worth emphasizing that this

does not mean that the analysis described above is a

complete description of the dispersion process. It is

doubtful whether the combination of dispersive, polar,

and H-bonding interactions accurately describes the sys-

tem at the molecular scale. More work is required to fully

understand graphene�solvent interactions.
The concentrations shown in Figures 1Aand2are too low to

be useful for many applications. We attempted to increase the

dispersed concentration by optimizing the processing param-

eters, notably the sonication time. We prepared dispersions of

graphene in NMP that were bath-sonicated for a range of times

from 0.5 to ∼400 h.26 Using absorption spectroscopy to mea-

sure the dispersed concentration after centrifugation, we found

CG to increase from0.05 to >1mg/mL (Figure 3A). Interestingly,

this graph showed CG to scale very well with the square root of

sonication time: CG �
√
t. TEM characterization showed the

flakes to appear of good quality, even after long sonication

times, with on average ∼3 monolayers per flake for all sonica-

tion times. However, the mean flake length, ÆLæ, and width, Æwæ,
wereobserved to fall as t�1/2aspredicted for sonication-induced

scission.32 Detailed analysis shows that this time-dependence

leads to the observed CG �
√
t behavior.26

It is worth considering whether the long sonication in-

duces basal plane defects. While Raman spectra of films

deposited from the dispersed graphene showed a D band, it

is very small comparedwithdefectivegraphene-likematerials.17

This suggests the D band measured here to be associated with

flake edges. Were this the case, the average ratio of Raman D

to G bands should scale as the flake edge to area ratio: ÆID/IGæ �
[ÆLæ�1 þ Æwæ�1]. We measured this ratio and the mean flake

length and width using TEM.26 As shown in Figure 3B, we

see very good agreement with this prediction. This confirms

that the Raman data is entirely consistent with the production

of edges by sonication, suggesting that the flakes are largely

free of point defects. In addition, by fitting the data, we found

that

ÆID=IGæ(t) � (ID=IG)powder ¼ ΔID=IG

¼ 0:065[ÆLæ�1 þ Æwæ�1] (9)

where the dimensions are measured in micrometers.26

From the TEM analysis, we know that ÆL/wæ ≈ 3, allowing

us to approximate ΔID/IG ≈ 0.26/ÆLæ. This expression can

be used to estimate the size of flakes from Raman mea-

surements.

FIGURE 2. Dispersed graphene concentration as a function of (A)
dispersive, (B) polar, and (C) hydrogenbondingHansen solubility param-
eters. Inset shows log of dispersed concentration as a function of
Flory�Huggins parameter. Linearity (dashed line) is expected from
solubility theory. Note all solvents included in this data set are listed in
the Supporting Information.
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While concentrations of ∼1 mg/mL can be achieved by

long sonication, it would be useful to push this even higher if

possible.We found that if a graphene dispersion, prepared as

described above, is filtered through a membrane to give a

film, it retains theRamanspectrumof few layer flakes29 rather

than reaggregating to graphite.26 This suggests that within

the film, the flakes are weakly interacting and so should be

easy to redisperse.We found this to be the case; sonication of

such restacked films gave dispersed concentrations of up to

60 mg/mL.33 While these dispersions were unstable, we

found that ∼25 mg/mL remained dispersed indefinitely.

Another problemwith solvent-dispersed graphene is that

the flake length is typically <1 μm, too small for many

applications such as mechanical reinforcement of

composites.34 To address this, we attempted to select flakes

by size, separating large from small.41 By centrifuging a

high concentration dispersion at 4000 rpm, we separated

the smallest flakes into the supernatant from the larger

ones in the sediment. The sediment was redispersed and

centrifuged at 3000 rpm. This again separated smaller

(supernatant) from larger flakes (sediment). This procedure

was repeated a number of times until a centrifugation rate of

500 rpm was reached. We characterized the flake size in

each supernatant by TEM and using Raman spectroscopy.

We round the flake size to increase from∼1 μmfor the 4000

rpm sample to ∼3 μm for the 500 rpm sample (Figure 3C).

This method is both practical and effective and is now in

standard usage in our laboratory to prepare dispersions of

relatively large flakes.

A final problem with our approach to dispersing

graphene is that solvents that have the correct surface

energy to disperse graphene also have high boiling points,

causing practical difficulties. By examining the data in

Figure 2 more closely, we identified a small number of

solvents, notably isopropanol and acetone, with relatively

low boiling points. Unfortunately, they dispersed graphene

at concentrations much lower than the better solvents. To

address this, we used the approach described above of

increasing the sonication time,35 reaching concentrations

as high as 0.5mg/mL after 300 h. Aswith other solvents, the

flakes were defect free. Using low boiling point solvents

brings considerable advantages; for example, spray-casting

of individual multilayer graphene flakes on surfaces was

greatly simplified by using isopropanol.

We are currently working to scaleup solvent exfoliation

of graphene. We now routinely produce up to a liter of

graphene dispersion containing ∼1 g of graphene.

It is worth noting that a number of other groups have

made considerable progress toward exfoliating graphene in

solvents.36�47 This work has contributed greatly to our

understanding of the dispersion process, our practical ap-

proach to dispersion, and the number of solvents available

to graphene researchers.

Surfactant Stabilization of Graphene. For many applica-

tions, exfoliation of graphene in solvents is undesirable due

to a number of issues such as high boiling point, toxicity,

incompatibility with other aspects of processing, etc. To

address this, we studied the possibility of exfoliating

graphene in water in the presence of a surfactant stabilizer.

We found that graphene can indeed be exfoliated by

sonicating in aqueous solutions of surfactants such as

FIGURE 3. (A) Concentration of dispersed graphene in N-methyl-
pyrrolidone as a function of sonication time. The line illustrates square
root behavior. Insets show photos of dispersions after two different
sonication times and the structure of the solvent. (B) Defect content as
represented by the Raman D/G ratio plotted versus flake length to area
ratio. (C) Length of size-selected flakes plotted as a function of final
centrifugation rate. Inset shows flakes found after final centrifugation at
3000 rpm (small flake) and 5000 rpm (large flakes). In each case, the
scales are identical; scale bar = 500 nm.
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sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate and sodium cholate

(Figure 4A�C)). Although the fraction of monolayers is not

as high as for solvent-exfoliated graphene, the flake quality

is goodwith little evidence of defects or oxides.48,49 As is the

case for solvent exfoliation, the concentration can be in-

creased dramatically by increasing the sonication time,

approaching 0.3 mg/mL for 400 h sonication.49 However,

it is worth noting that the flake size does not decrease with

sonication time as much as is observed for solvent exfolia-

tion. This may be due to poor stress transfer during cavita-

tion at the water/surfactant/graphene interface.

Like many colloidal systems, surfactant-coated graphene

is stabilized electrostatically against aggregation. Dissocia-

tion of the headgroup ions results in the formation of an

electrical double-layer.50 The resultant Coulomb repulsion

stabilizes the sheets and is generally characterized by the ζ

potential, the electrical potential at the edge of the layer of

bound surfactant molecular ions. We studied a range of

surfactants as stabilizers, finding ζ potentials in the range

(25�65 mV.51 More interestingly, we found the dispersed

concentration to scale with the square of the ζ potential.

Because the electrostatic repulsive barrier stabilizing the

surfactant-coated graphene also scales approximately with

the square of the ζ potential,48 this suggests that the dis-

persed concentration is controlled by the size of this repul-

sive barrier (Figure 4D).

It is worth noting that much progress has been made in

surfactant exfoliation outside our group.52�56 This has led to

a number of advances including using density gradient

centrifugation to separate graphene flakes by thickness.52

In addition, it was recently shown that graphene can be

FIGURE 4. (A, B) TEM images of surfactant-exfoliated flakes. (C) Digitally
filteredhigh-resolution imageofasurfactant-exfoliated flake. (D)Dispersed
concentrationas a functionof electrostatic potential barrier. The full names
and structures of the surfactants are given in the Supporting Information.

FIGURE 5. (A) Measured transmittance as a function of pulse energy
density for a dispersion of graphene in dimethylacetamide. (B) Cyclic
voltammograms of graphene electrodes in ascorbic acid (AA) solutions
at a range of concentrations. Inset shows the electrocatalytic peak
current against ascorbic acid concentration. (C) Transmittance versus
sheet resistance for graphene thin films. Insets show photograph of a
transparent conducting film (left) and SEM image of the film surface
(right). (D) Young's modulus and (E) strength of graphene�poly(vinyl
alcohol) composites as a function of graphene volume fraction. The
slopes of the linear regions are given.
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exfoliated using adsorbed polymer as a stabilizer.57 Here the

stabilization mechanism is steric50 rather than electrostatic.

We extended this method to show that graphene can be

stabilized with polyurethane and poly(vinyl alcohol), a pro-

cedure that greatly facilitates composite formation.58,59

Applications of Liquid-Exfoliated Graphene. In our

group, we have explored using solvent- or surfactant-

exfoliated graphene in a number of applications. We have

found that dispersions of graphene in solvents display a

considerable broadband nonlinear optical response when

excited by nanosecond pulses.60 The optical transmission

of∼85% transparent dispersions falls to∼48% as the pulse

energy density is increased to 10 J/cm2, suggesting the

potential for optical limiting applications (Figure 5A).

We have also shown that pristine solvent-exfoliated

graphene shows potential as an electrode material in elec-

trochemical sensors.42 We produced a novel ascorbic acid

sensor based on pyrolyzed photoresist films coated with

graphene. This sensor was effective in the range 0.4�6.0

mM, with a 0.12 mM detection limit (Figure 5B). We ex-

tended this work to demonstrate sensing of β-nicotinamide

adenine dinucleotide (NADH), a common enzyme.61 This

works because the fouling that commonly hampers carbon-

basedNADH sensors does not occur at the pristine graphene

surface.

We also attempted to prepare high-performance trans-

parent conductors from vacuum-filtered films of surfactant-

exfoliated graphene. However the results were disappoint-

ing; we achieved no better than transmittance of 76%

coupled with a sheet resistance of 4 kΩ,62 far below state-

of-the-art materials (Figure 5C).63 This prompted us to re-

analyze a large number of published works, leading to the

conclusion that the effect of interflake junction resistances

means that films of liquid-exfoliated graphene can never

meet industry requirements for transparent conducting

electrodes.64 They may however, be useful in applications

where transparency is required but extremely low resistance

is not necessary. However, we were able to show that

graphene can be mixed with nanotubes to create hybrid

films.65 These films have combinations of transmittance and

sheet resistance significantly better than films of nanotubes

or graphene alone.66

Due to its extremely high strength,10 one of the most

promising applications of graphene is as a reinforcing ma-

terial in polymer-based composites. We found that as-

prepared liquid-exfoliated graphene can be used to effec-

tively increase the low-strain�stress of elastomers58 butwas

less effective at reinforcing thermoplastics. We resolved this

by using the size-selection technique described above to

prepare dispersions of large aspect ratio flakes, which could

be mixed with poly(vinyl alcohol) to give composites. We

found very good reinforcement as characterized by a dou-

bling in bothmodulus and strength on addition of <0.5wt%

graphene (Figure 5D).59 Detailed analysis showed these

results to be exactly what would be expected from theory.

BeyondGraphene.Anumber of groups have shown that

graphene can be chemically modified to produce com-

pounds such as CFx and CHx.
67�69 However, one can go

beyond carbon altogether. Graphite is just one of a wide

range of layered compounds. Exfoliation of such materials

would give us a large number of new two-dimensional

materials with a wide range of properties. The first progress

was reported recently with the solvent exfoliation of boron

nitride.70 Perhapsmore interesting is the family of transition

metal dichalcogenides, which contains over 40 members

with compositions such as MoS2, WSe2, NiTe2, etc. These

materials can be metallic or semiconducting with a range of

bandgaps depending on composition. Recently, we showed

that a range of these materials can be exfoliated in large

quantities either in solvents or using surfactants.71 Importantly,

dispersionsof thesematerials canbemixedwithdispersionsof

nanotubes or graphene to produce highly conductive hybrids.

We anticipate that these hybrids will be useful in a range of

areas from Li ion batteries to thermoelectrics.

Concluding Remarks
As the potential applications of graphene multiply, it will

become more and more important to be able to produce

defect-free graphene in large quantities. In this report, we

have shown that this can be achieved by sonication of

graphite in certain liquids. The ultrasound results in the

exfoliation and cutting of the graphite crystallites to give

graphene nanosheets. These sheets are then stabilized,

either by interaction with the solvent or by the presence of

adsorbed surfactant or polymer. Raman and XPS spectro-

scopies show the flakes to be defect- and oxide-free. While

we have shown these flakes to be useful in a number of

applications, we believe the next decade will see an explo-

sion in the usage of these materials in a wide range of

applications.
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Supporting Information. List of solvents and surfactants.

This material is available free of charge via the Internet at

http://pubs.acs.org.
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